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The Angel Reiki System
Angel Reiki is a powerful love rich system to connect to the Angels & make best
use of the Usui Reiki System. The traditional four Reiki symbols are incorporated;
each is associated with one of the four Archangels
.
One can use it stand alone or with any other system.
As the number of Lightworkers started building up so did the villains of Light.
Reiki masters started to advise protection techniques.
Angels are by their very nature very protective & pure beings of light who want us
to be happy and healthy. This inspired Danny Currincks to start the Angel Reiki.
Angels are both a manifestation of the power of God as well as personifications of
that power. Angels transcend every religion, every philosophy and every creed. In
fact angels have no religion as we know it. Their existence precedes every
religious system that has ever existed on earth
Most angels do not generally interact with humans unless specifically asked. We
all have free will and are masters of our own lives, the angels respect that and will
never come to us to impose on our free wills. We need to ask them to help heal
us; they do not impose themselves on us. However when we are ready to work
with them, the change is amazing, they make everything the best it can be, if we
are ready to work with them they do not want anything back but our own
happiness and gratitude.
Guardian Angels are always with us. To a normal man they are the most
accessible & hence they are called for protection.
Archangels take particular interest in humans, assisting and strengthening them.
Angels are nondenominational; they come to us straight away when we ask for help or healing.
They bring pure and high vibration energies and facilitate the healing to take
place. Angels are the loving messengers of
God; they always come when you ask with a pure heart for their assistance.
Angels work irrespective of religion, caste & creed.
Angels assists you in Light work of any form. You will soon find not only the

energy will flow stronger, but miracles will take place if you let it.
The Angel Reiki Attunements combines Angels and traditional Reiki symbols. The
Angels are called and requested to assist in the healing. Angels can be called for
protection, manifestation, clearing etc. You can use the traditional hand
positions or you can ask the angels to guide your hands to the appropriate
position. Assuming you already are a Usui Reiki Master, no extra explanation on
Reiki or its symbols is given in this manual.
There are four primary angels that are included in the system, namely
Raphael - Means "shining one who heals"
Gabriel - Means "power" or "hero"
Michael - Means "Who is as God"
Uriel - Means "the fire of God" or "the face of God"
Other angels that you have a connection with can be incorporated into the
attunement and the healing.
Ask the Higher Power of your belief system to send the Angels to you, never
forgetting to thank him/her for the gift of Angelic Guidance.
You generally add an Angel to work with you for one of two reasons:
• First, you add those angels who you work with or who have made their
presence known to you. When an angel makes their presence known to you,
they are there to help you learn the lesson that they offer.
• The second reason that you would add an Angel is that you wish to try to
develop within you the quality or power that the Angel you wish to work
with represents.

The Four Archangels & Reiki Symbols
No new symbol is added in The Angel Reiki system. Angel Reiki includes the
Angels in the healing, self-transformation, and attunement. The four Archangels
Raphael, Gabriel, Michael and Uriel are the four main angels in this system.
Other Angels may be added that you are familiar with or work with.
The Usui Reiki symbols are the:
Cho Ku Rei, Sei Hei Ki, Hon Sha Ze Sho Nen, and Dai Ko Mio.

Michael 'Who is like God'
He is often described in wondrous form with armor and swords. He is known as
destroyer of evil entities. He defeated Satan, the fallen angel, by the order of God.
Michael is consistently the highest of the host in all traditions. God states him as
being the highest within the angelic ranks.
He is an angel of "The Last Judgment". He is the ''Weigher of souls" who decides
where people are sent for eternity: to Heaven, or to Hell. Michael grants miracles,
fosters mercy, repentance, truth, sanctification, blessing, immortality, patience and
love to human-kind.
He is naturally protective of those who are just and good. He strengthens
our spirits in difficult times. He is in charge of protection, courage, strength, truth
and integrity. He protects us physically, emotionally and psychically. His chief
function is to rid the earth and its inhabitants of the toxins associated with evil
and fear.
Pray to Michael for these gifts and virtues. He carries the flaming sword of God.
When he's around you may see sparkles or flashes of bright blue or purple light.
He also oversees the lightworker's life purpose. He is invaluable to lightworkers
helping with protection, space clearing and spirit release.
The blue flaming sword can be used to cut through Etheric cords and protect us
from Satan the Devil and all negative entities. (Note that I fixed this in the
manual. “The Devil” use to be a highly regarded Angel before his dissension.
Satan was an entity, another Angel, and became the Devils right hand. The Devil
and Satan are NOT one and the same entity. Sherry Andrea)
Call on Michael if you find yourself under psychic attack or if you feel you lack
commitment, motivation and dedication to your beliefs, courage, direction, energy,
vitality, self-esteem, worthiness.
Michael also has an incredible knack for fixing electrical and mechanical devices,
including computers and automobiles. If your automobile breaks down, call on
Michael.
Michael helps us to follow our truth without compromising our integrity and helps
us to find our true nature and to be faithful to who we really are. Other times
when you may find Michael helpful is when your job is too demanding with

impossible deadlines to reach, when you have an addiction, if you're very ill and
suffering from a degenerative disease or terminal illness and when you suffer from
nightmares.
Michael is associated with the Dai Ko Mio Symbol

The Dai Ko Mio is the Master symbol. It is the empowerment and completion
of the other three Usui Reiki symbols. This symbol represents the great shining
light and the light of enlightenment. Michael is the Archangel "who is as God".
Michael represents the miracles, mercy, repentance, truth, sanctification, blessing,
and love that are part of the light of God and enlightenment.

Gabriel ‘Strength of God’ or ‘Power’
Gabriel has been accredited as the angel who selects souls from heaven to be
birthed into this material world.
The only Archangel depicted as female in art and literature, Gabriel is known as
the "messenger" Angel. She is a powerful and strong Archangel, and those who
call upon her will find themselves pushed into action that leads to beneficial
results.
Contact Gabriel:
• If your third eye is closed and your spiritual vision is therefore blocked.
• If you wish to receive visions of Angelic guidance regarding the direction you
are going in.
• If you wish to receive prophecies of the changes ahead.
• If you need help in interpreting your dreams and vision.
• If you are considering starting a family, Gabriel helps hopeful parents with
conception or through the process of adopting a child.
When she's around you may see sparkles or flashes of brilliant white light.
Gabriel helps anyone whose life purpose involves the arts or communication. She
acts as a coach, inspiring and motivating artists, journalist and communicators
and helping them to overcome fear and procrastination.
Gabriel also helps us to find our true calling. Ask for Gabriel's guidance if you have
strayed from your soul's pathway, if you wish to understand your life plan and
purpose. She can also help if you can find no reason for being or if changes are
ahead and you need guidance. If you are contemplating a house move, major
purchase or thinking of changing careers.
Call Gabriel if your body is full of toxins and needs purifying and if your thoughts
are impure or negative and need clearing and cleansing.
Gabriel is also very helpful for women who have been raped or sexually assaulted
and feel dirty as well as being under psychic attack or if you feel that you have
absorbed someone else's problems.

Gabriel is associated with the Cho Ku Rei symbol

The Cho Ku Rei is the Power Symbol. It represents the focus on the Reiki
energy. Gabriel is the Angel of life and she who is as the Power of God. Gabriel
helps us to not only connect to the energy, but helps us to focus on our lives and
to bring us in line with the focus on the source of the energy. We are reminded
that we are empowered with this loving energy in our lives. We are called to be
this presence in the world.

Raphael ‘Shining one who heals’
Raphael is an archangel that takes great interest in humans and helping those
who ask.
• Raphael helps us to be better healers.
• Raphael grants joy, healing, love, miracles and grace.
• Raphael inspires humankind to pray and guards and guides those who take
outward or inward journeys.
• Raphael helps with inward spiritual journeys, assisting in searches for truth
and guidance.
The Most friendly & jovial of all Angels, Raphael is often pictured chatting merrily
with mortal beings. He's very sweet, loving, kind and gentle and when he's around
you may see sparkles or flashes of green light.
Part of Raphael's healing work involves releasing spirit and space clearing. He
often works with Michael to exorcise discarnate entities and escort away lower
energies from people and places.
Call upon Raphael when you are traveling, to assure safe travel. In addition, he
assures that all your transportation, lodging and luggage details go miraculously
well.
Raphael can be called upon to help healers such as doctors, therapist and
surgeons.
Call on Raphael if you're a student entering the medical/healing field and you're
looking for the right school and/or are in need of help with studies, as well as
getting the time and money for school. He also assists with establishing healing
practices when your schooling is finished.
Raphael not only helps you to heal from physical, emotional and mental pain, he
also heals wounds from past lives.
Other areas Raphael helps with is finding lost pets, reducing and eliminating
addictions and cravings, clairvoyance, bringing unity to your life, if you feel out of
touch with your spirituality, if you've lost a partner and/or your soul/body doesn't
feel "whole".

Raphael is associated with the Sei Hei Ki Symbol.

The Sei Hei Ki is the healing & Mental/Emotional Symbol. It represents the
harmony that is Reiki. Raphael is the Angel of healing, joy, miracles and grace.
Raphael helps us to find this emotional and spiritual harmony. Raphael, the great
healer, blesses us with healing our whole being. He helps to rapidly heal body,
mind and spirit if called upon

Uriel ‘The fire of God’
Uriel represents the Golden Light of God. You may see sparkles or flashes of
Golden light. when he's around.
Uriel is also the angel of the Third Eye, with seeing and psychic knowing. Uriel
bestows upon us the gift of creative fire, as well as the power of prophecy. We
appeal to him for foresight into the future and for help in developing our psychic
abilities.
Uriel is also an angel of Transformation & Transmutation.
Uriel is considered one of the wisest Archangels because of his intellectual
information, practical solutions and creative insight, but he is very subtle. You may
not even realize he has answered your prayer until you've suddenly come up with
a brilliant new idea.
He also brought the knowledge and practice of alchemy and the ability to manifest
from thin air, as well as illuminates situations and gives prophetic information and
warnings. All this considered. Uriel's area of expertise is divine magic, problem
solving, spiritual understanding, studies, alchemy, weather, Earth changes and
writing.
Considered to be the Archangel who helps with earthquakes, floods, fires,
hurricanes, tornadoes, natural disaster and Earth changes, call on Uriel to avert
such events or to heal and recover in their aftermath

Uriel is associated with Hon Sha Ze Sho Nen.

The Hon Sha Ze Sho Nen is the Distant Symbol. It represents the timeless
connection to the loving source of all. Uriel represents the timelessness of the
connection to the source. When connected to the source the foresight, psychic
gifts, and transformation are all manifest.

Angel Reiki Prayer/ Healing Session
You can invoke all the four angels mentioned by visualizing the respective Reiki
Symbol & taking the name of the Archangel (3 times). Talk to them in simple
language. No need of special prayers or rituals. That’s precisely the reason for
developing this modality.
It’s beneficial to call all these 4 Archangels. You can call the ones you added too.
It is perfectly natural that you will feel attracted to one of the angels. You can call
the Angels anytime all the time. Remember to use the word ‘Now’ when you call
them. Use the above Angel qualities as guide to place your issue. Give them some
time to work with you. Do not immediately change or conclude when you feel
their presence, just linger on.
A sample Prayer or healing Sessions:
Preparation part:
• Be relaxed and adopt any posture that you are comfortable.
• Face the east if possible.
• Place you hands in the prayer position at about chest height.
• Once the breathing settles you can start the invocation of the angels.
Say: “O Holy Angels and Archangels, help me to bring about peace in all that I
Am, so I reflect the compassion and healing of God in all that I am and do”.
Say: “Raphael, Angel of the Sun, enter my center and give the fire of life to my
whole body”. Visualize the Sei Hei Ki in the air before you.
Say: “Gabriel, Angel of Life, enter my limbs and give strength to my whole body”.
Visualize the Cho Ku Rei in the air before you.
Say: “Michael, Angel of Earth, enter my generative organs and regenerate my
whole body”. Visualize the DKM in the air before you.
Say: “Uriel, Angel of Fire, enter my heart and transform me with the Love and Fire
of God and give fire of God to my whole body”. Visualize the HSZSN in the air
before you.
Talk to the Angels singularly or collectively.
Place your issue as per quality of the Angel or collectively.
Let the energy flow.
Chances are you will receive messages, signs or a strong intuition.
You can add any of your methods or prayers.
Thank the angels for assisting you.
Use with any Light session.

The Attunement Process
Call down the four Archangels for direct help in doing the actual attuning. You
may also wish to ask any other angels you work with to assist in the attunement.
The Attunement is a holy ritual of prayer, interaction with the Angels and Reiki.
The effect is always a loving, joyful and beautiful experience. It personalizes the
experience with the Angels who are with you always. Whenever you draw the
symbol say the name of the Angel who works with that symbol to help and assist
you in placing the symbol.

The Attunement
• Ask the student to face the East if possible & stand behind them.
• Ask the Archangels to surround you and assist in the attunement (or
healing) and to purify the room by saying:
• “Holy Archangels assist me now in clearing this space so that this
attunement may perfectly awaken in them the loving gift of healing.”
• Ask your other guides & other angels, “With great respect, I ask you to be
with us now, so we are filled the love and compassion for all, that we may
be healers for the entire world.”
• Cleanse the room by drawing the four Reiki Symbols in the air in front of
you.
• Draw the Power Symbol on your palms, Crown and Heart Chakras, intending
them to open to the Reiki Source and Light.
• Draw or visualize each of the 4 Reiki symbols with the corresponding
Archangels. Draw them from slightly above the top of the head and down
the back of the student, ending at the base of the spine.
1. Visualize Cho Ku Rei in Brilliant Glowing White color with Gabriel on
the back of the student.
2. Visualize Sei Hei Ki in Brilliant Glowing Green color with Raphael on
the back of the student.
3. Visualize Hon Sha Ze Sho Nen in Brilliant Glowing Golden color with
Uriel on the back of the student.
4. Visualize Dai Ko Mio in Brilliant Glowing Blue color with Michael on the
back of the student.
• Now come in front of the student & hold his hands in Namaste position at
chest level. Visualize the 4 Reiki symbols entering the Crown Chakra passing
through each chakra, Third Eye chakra- Heart chakra- Solar Plexus chakraHara chakra & finally settling in the Root chakra.

1. Visualize Cho Ku Rei in Brilliant Glowing White color with Gabriel
entering the Crown chakra of the student. Say, “Gabriel, Angel of Life,
assist me now in placing this symbol of focus and empowerment.
Connect this soul with this loving energy.”
2. Visualize Sei Hei Ki in Brilliant Glowing Green color with Raphael
entering the Crown chakra of the student. Say, “Raphael, Angel of
Healing, assist me in placing this symbol of Healing & harmony. Bring
harmony and healing to body, mind and soul that is the joy of God.”
3. Visualize Hon Sha Ze Sho Nen in Brilliant Glowing Golden color with
Uriel entering the Crown chakra of the student. Say, “Uriel, Angel of the
Fire of God, assist me in connecting this soul to the prophecy and gifts
that go beyond time and space. Bring foresight and healing beyond
space and time.”

Dai Ko Mio in Brilliant Glowing Blue color with Michael
entering the Crown chakra of the student. Say, “Michael, who is as God,
assist me in empowering this soul with the great shining light of
enlightenment. Bring protection, miracles, mercy and blessing.”
• Strongly Affirm, “Blessed angels, fill this student with the love and light of
God, empowering them to heal, in all ways and at all times for the highest
good and purposes of all involved.” Intend it to be accepted by the student.
4. Visualize

• Visualize the light of heaven coming into the Crown of the student and filling
them completely with the light of God.
• Say to yourself, “I seal this Attunement with Divine Love and Wisdom.” 
Intend that the Process is sealed, complete and the student is now forever
connected directly to the Reiki Source & Angelic Love & Light. Say “You are
now forever connected to the Reiki source and Angelic Love & Light.”
• Tell the student, “In the presence of the Angels you are filled with the divine
gift of healing.”
• Finally Affirm that the Attunement is done & break the connection with the
student.  Thank “The Source”, Mikao Usui, Archangels, other Angels &
guides for this gift of Love. Thank your Higher Self & the Student.
• Spend some time in silence for the Attunement to settle & get to normal
consciousness.
You can use same attunement method for distance & collective attunement.

Namaste!

